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THE EPICUREAN
Lowland Malt

TIMOROUS BEASTIE
Highland Malt

SCALLYWAG

ROCK OYSTER

Speyside Malt

Island Malt

BIG PEAT
Islay Malt

Alcohol by Volume: 46.2%
(92.4 Proof )

Alcohol by Volume: 46.8%
(93.6 Proof )

Alcohol by Volume: 46%
(92 Proof )

Alcohol by Volume: 46.8%
(93.6 Proof )

Alcohol by Volume: 46%
(92 Proof )

Origination: Lowland Malt, Scotland

Origination: Highland Malt, Scotland

Origination: Speyside Malt, Scotland

Origination: Island Malt, Scotland

Origination: Islay Malt, Scotland

About: The Epicurean Lowland Malt
Scotch Whisky tells the story of a
1930s Glasgow man, a real cheeky
chappy who was ever the life and
soul of the party, and a real connoisseur of fine food and drink. A dram
we describe as “city born and bred,”
The Epicurean is a blend of some of
the finest Lowland Malts; a marriage
of the best that the East and the West
of Scotland have to offer. This small
batch bottling is proudly without
coloring or chill-filtration and bottled
at 46.2% ABV.

About: The original Timorous Beastie,
immortalized in Robert Burns’ famous
Scots poem “To a Mouse” was a timid,
little field mouse. Echoing our national
bard’s wit, ours is most certainly not
for the fainthearted! Timorous Beastie
captures the essence of The
Highlands; a marriage of the
region’s
finest
Malts
including
Dalmore,
Glengoyne
and
Glen
Garioch. It is, of course, proudly without
coloring or chill-filtration and bottled
at 46.8% alcohol, resulting in an oily,
chewy spirit that brings an incredible
mouth-feel.

About: Scallywag is a Small Batch
bottling created using only the finest
Speyside Malts including, amongst
others, spirit distilled at Mortlach,
Macallan and Glenrothes Distilleries.
Bottled at 46% alcohol strength and
proudly non chill-filtered, Scallywag embodies all that is Speyside
Malt Scotch Whisky – beautifully
sherried, richly spiced and truly
charming. Spanish Sherry butts care
for this spirit as it matures, naturally imparting the distinctly dark, rich
color. Inspired by a long line of Douglas Laing family Fox Terriers, the
Scallywag name and endearing
canine character are most fitting
for this richly spiced and deliciously
sweet Speyside Malt Scotch Whisky.

About: Prise open a rock oyster
and you’d be lucky indeed to find a
pearl. The real treasure though is the
hidden, tasty delicacy inside, rich with
the flavors of the sea. Bottled at 46.8%
alcohol strength and traditionally
without coloring or chill-filtration,
this Small Batch bottling has a
truly maritime and oceanic character of sea-salt, sweet peat, smoke,
honey and pepper. Containing the
finest Malt Whiskies from Scotland’s
Whisky islands, including those
distilled on Islay, Arran, Orkney and
Jura, it’s no wonder our Master Blender Fred Laing says “If I could select
just one dram to transport the Whisky
enthusiast to the Islands of Scotland, it
would be this Rock Oyster.”

About: Big Peat is a remarkable
marriage of Malt Whiskies only from
the island of Islay. He is, of course,
proudly without colouring or chill-filtration and bottled at high alcohol
strength (46%), resulting in a naturally oily spirit that promises an
incredible mouth-feel. With Caol Ila
spirit bringing sweetness, Bowmore
the perfect balance, Ardbeg the
medicinal, earthy quality and Port
Ellen, a degree of elegance, Big Peat
represents all that is Islay in a bottle.
Fred Laing tells us that of course, there
are a couple of Blender’s Secrets in Big
Peat too – but even after a few drams,
he won’t share that info – and so it
remains our peaty little secret!

Tasting Notes: Rich spices
delicious vanilla on the nose.

Tasting Notes: Anticipate wave
soaked rocks and a salty oceanic,
fresh influence on the nose with a hint
of peat smoke, and an enticing sweetness.

Tasting Notes: In a tipple of our Small
Batch “The Epicurean,” you can bet
on a nose that is barley-rich, citric,
floral and herbal. The mouth-coatingly sweet palate displays crunched
sugar, burnt citrus, mixed spices,
thyme, peaches and hard candy…
All charmingly underpinned and
enriched in the finish with more of
that earlier herbal character, in a gristy
style with almonds, cut grass and
burnt sugar.
Formats: 750ml/6 bottles

Tasting Notes: On the nose it is overridingly sweet initially, then warming
to floral, light barley and spicy honeyed tones.
It opens up in a spicy style with
fructiferous notes of raisin and
a sugary, fudgey character.
The
finish is subtle yet sweet with a
real oaky flavor, hints of milky
cereals and late meringue.
Formats: 750ml/6 bottles

and

On the palate, discover layer on top of
layer of sweet stewed fruit, Christmas
pudding and dark chocolate infused
with nutmeg and cinnamon with a
burst of zesty orange, sweet tobacco,
cocoa and fruit cake on the finish.
Formats: 750ml/6 bottles

An initially subtle palate that carries soft
and rather sweet peat paralleled with
smoke, honey, damp ash and develops with licorice and late pepper. The
maritime is neatly replicated on the
long, moreish finish.
Formats: 750ml/6 bottles

Tasting Notes: The aroma opens
fresh, salty and clean, and develops
to malted barley dried over peat. A
damp, earthy character that’s immediately punchy.
On the palate notes of ashes, sweet
tar, beaches and smoking chimneys.
A long and lingering finish with salty,
tangy licorice, smoke and yet more
bonfire ashes.

Formats: 750ml/6 bottles

